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NOTE: Take advantage of this Special Offer Today!
------Hey Joel & Josh, along with BioTrust medical advisor Dr. Mark Ettinger, and as
promised, are incredibly excited to let you know that they recently received a very limited
supply of one of the most important health supplements of all time -- a breakthrough
formula so powerful that it's been shown through peer-reviewed research to roll back up to
17 years of age-related mental decline... and as a VIP subscriber at the mansion, you have
the opportunity to try it, use it, and benefit from it before anyone else.
This product has literally been nearly a YEAR in the making and today’s special offer is only
available via this email, and to VIP subscribers like you (at what is likely the lowest pricing
we'll EVER make it available at, PLUS free shipping as an added fast-action bonus for one
last day).
Please read every word we've included below, and if you're as excited about this product as
we are, we urge you to act quickly as our inventory is very limited and once we run out, it
may be 3 months or more until we are able to get more in!
Did you know that hundreds of studies show that starting in your early 30's, each and every
year you experience significant memory loss along with the loss of valuable brain power and
function? In fact, research at Georgia Tech University shows that the average person's
memory declines by as much as 40% between the ages of 30 and 65, with an even more
pronounced decline as you enter the so-called "golden years".
Just think, are you experiencing any of these 5 Early Warning Signs of a Declining Brain?
**Forgetting where you've put things, names, faces, or important due dates and
appointments
**Difficulty remembering conversations you recently had, or things you just read
**Stopping mid-sentence, forgetting what you wanted to say
**Stumbling on words, suffering from lapses in concentration and being "scatter brained"
**Experiencing regular "brain fog", where you often can't think clearly or your thought
process is slowed and murky
For sure, these common yet serious symptoms are no laughing matter. Even worse, there
are a host of environmental toxins in today's air, food, and water supply that are constantly
preying on your brain:
*Fluoride in tap water shown to lower IQs
*Artificial sweeteners that trigger the death of brain cells
*High fructose corn syrup and foods high in sugar shown to cause brain shrinkage
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*GMOs in non-organic vegetables and many processed foods causing "brain rancidity" (where
vital omega-3 fats in your brain are literally caused to go rancid and become toxic)
*Toxic pesticides and herbicides used as "common practice" on fruits, veggies, and grains
*Alcohol consumption which damages brain neurons (even in moderation)
*Electromagnetic radiation emitted by cell phones which can disrupt the DNA of your
delicate brain cells and cause brain dysfunction
*Aluminum in antiperspirants and deodorants the can cause toxic build up of heavy metals
in the brain
Simply put, the world we live in today takes normal age-related memory loss and
compounds it 100 times over. And when you realize the constant danger your brain is
continually being surrounded by and exposed to in today's day and age, along with the
undeniable documented memory loss associated with "getting older", it's no wonder that
research shows the #1 fear of aging adults is losing their freedom and independence due
to what is seemingly unavoidable mental decline.
Are you worried about...
*The nightmare of a failing memory?
*Falling victim to deteriorating mental abilities?
*The fear of becoming dependent on others for basic daily living?
*The dread of losing control of your decision-making?
It all sounds very overwhelming, and it is. The fortunate news, however, is that there IS
something you can do about it. Even better, the answer is found in a brand new synergistic
blend of five proven "super brain nutrients" that are able to shield your brain from
dangerous toxins while at the same time:
**Reversing up to 17 years of age-related cognitive decline
**Dramatically improving your memory by a whopping 168%
**Reducing mental fatigue, lapses in concentration and "brain fog" by 43%
**Improving the quality of your memory by 92%
All while safeguarding your brain from the devastation of mental decline each and every
day.
And as you'll see in a moment, the incredible benefit of rolling back up to 17 years of
mental decline is ONLY seen when these 5 ingredients are used together, in their purest
forms, and in the exact right amounts... just like we've already done for you.
Wouldn't you love to have a brain that's 17 years younger in just minutes or even seconds
a day? 
Can you just imagine how good you would feel if you could think as keenly and as
sharply as you did 17 years ago? Stay tuned and we'll show you how.
The first super brain nutrient we're excited to share with you today is one of the most
popular and time-tested herbs in history to help with your memory. Unfortunately, many
brands use a cheap version of this herb that can be dangerously tainted and woefully lacking
in the potency your brain requires—thus, most people don’t get the results they deserve… or
worse yet these "toxic" versions of this herb can even harm your brain.
We're talking about Ginkgo Biloba—a potent leaf extract used in Chinese medicine for
thousands of years. And make no mistake, over 100 studies indicate that PURE, legitimate
Ginkgo Biloba is one of the best brain-nutrients ever discovered.
Unfortunately, many manufacturers refuse to pay 4 times the price for pure USP Grade
Ginkgo. Instead, they use cheap versions that can be dangerously high in a toxin called
Ginkgolic Acid—in amounts well above the standards set by the World Health Organization.
Ginkgolic Acid can even cause damage to DNA and it’s potentially toxic to nerve cells and
the immune system.
Pure Ginkgo, however (listed on the label as "USP Grade Gingko"), is extremely safe and
exceptionally effective. Just how effective? Let’s take a look...
In a double-blind placebo controlled study (the gold standard of research design),
conducted by Dr. Joseph Mix at Liberty University, 262 healthy older adults received either
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180 mg of pure ginkgo extract or a placebo (with no ginkgo) for 6-weeks. At the end of the
study the Ginkgo group achieved a whopping 168% improvement in specific memory tests.
Talk about recharging your brain and restoring your memory!
In a second peer-reviewed study by Dr. David Kennedy at Northumbria University, a single
dose of Ginkgo was demonstrated to almost instantly increase speed of attention and
quality of memory by 92% over the placebo group. These results are incredible findings for
reducing "brain fog", lapses in concentration, and feelings of being scatter brained.
In addition, through its antioxidant properties, further studies show that Ginkgo can:
• Inhibit "brain cell rusting" by protecting neurons in the brain from oxidative damage.
• Slow the clearance of important neurotransmitters from the brain, thus allowing them to
build up (allowing your "brain battery" to stay charged longer).
• Suppress the stress-hormone cortisol that, if left unaddressed, can lead to brain damage
and shrinkage.
Of course, BioTrust uses only the purest USP Grade Gingko available, but it doesn't stop
there...
The second brain nutrient stand-out we have to tell you about is an extract from a
perennial flowering plant called Rhodiola Rosea with over 30 studies supporting its positive
effect on the brain.
In a study conducted by Dr. Darbinyan and published in Phytomedicine, night duty medical
doctors were given 100 mg of Rhodiola rosea, resulting in significant, fast improvements in
mental fatigue, concentration and memory -- that's 3 benefits in one!
Our third brain nutrient superhero, L-Theanine, is extracted from exotic tea leaves native
to eastern Asia. Dr. Anna Nobre at the esteemed Oxford University conducted brain scans
before and after a single 50 mg dose of L-Theanine. As you can see, L-Theanine caused the
brains to go from dull to bright with the key memory and focus centers of the brain
lighting up and becoming active.

Just think of what you could accomplish with a brighter, more active brain!
Super brain nutrient #4 is N-Acetyl Tyrosine, an amino acid precursor that is used by
professional athletes as well as the U.S. Military to keep fighter pilots alert and ready for
action. This amino acid precursor is research-backed to lower cortisol levels in the brain
while recharging low levels of neurotransmitters during times of mental and physical stress.
The end result? Better mental focus and memory recall when you’re battling life’s greatest
challenges.
And finally, the 5th powerful neuro-nutrient in our arsenal is Acetyl-L-Carnitine, also known
as ALC. Studies show that this important amino acid helps convert dietary fat into nerve
cell energy within the brain, thus enhancing the brain’s energy supply and ability to process
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information faster. Yet another study on ALC resulted in a 43% improvement in mental
fatigue and a substantial boost in all mental abilities tested.
As you can see, the science surrounding these powerful neuro-nutrients is abundant. In fact,
all together, these 5 neuro-nutrient superheroes have more than 200 peer-reviewed
studies backing their ability to support a healthier, brighter, more vibrant and mentally
sharp brain. But that's not even close to the best news...
You see, the real magic happens when these 5 ingredients are combined together, in the
exact right amounts and in the purest forms... and that's exactly what we've done with
BioTrust Brain Bright™. In fact, Brain Bright™ is so powerful and effective that when you
take it every day, you can roll back up to 17 years of cognitive decline. Just take a look at
what the research on Brain Bright™ shows:
In a recent double-blind placebo-controlled study (again, the gold standard of research
design) performed on the actual Brain Bright™ product by renowned researcher Dr. Jacob
Wilson and his team at the University of Tampa, Brain Bright™ was shown to improve
overall cognitive function and mental capacity by 240% just minutes after consuming this
powerful brain-boosting formula!
By comparing these results to the normal expected mental decline of thousands of
individuals ages 20 - 80 (as established by the Stanford and Vanderbilt Schools of Medicine),
the mental performance of those using Brain Bright™ was now akin to individuals 17 years
younger! Can you just imagine how good you would feel if you could think as keenly and as
sharply as you did 17 years ago? With Brain Bright™ not only is it possible, but research on
the actual Bright Bright™ product shows it to be the average, expected result.
Simply put, unlike inferior products that only attempt to address one part of the brain,
Brain Bright™ offers you triple-action brain enhancement with three unique approaches to
brighten a drained brain:
1. Enhancing neurotransmitter levels (for lightning-fast communication between brain cells)
2. Increasing critical oxygen- and nutrient-rich blood flow to the brain (nourishing your
"starved" brain cells)
3. Protecting your brain from cortisol, toxins and oxidative damage (also known as "brain
rusting").
In the end, the research-backed ingredients representing Brain Bright’s™ 3 unique pathways
translate to ALL of these incredible benefits for you:
**Reverse and restore up to 17 years of age-related cognitive decline
**Dramatically improve your memory by a whopping 168%
**Reduce mental fatigue, lapses in concentration and "brain fog" by 43%
**Improve the quality of your memory by 92%
And you'll do it all while safeguarding your brain from the devastation of mental decline
each and every day you continue to use Brain Bright™.
And as if that wasn't enough, you'll also experience significant improvements in learning,
problem-solving abilities, and critical thinking skills. Yes, that's right, the ingredients in
Brain Bright™ have actually been shown to make you SMARTER... not a bad benefit if we do
say so ourselves!
Even more, with Brain Bright™ you'll say goodbye to:
**A fading memory
**Mental fatigue and constant "brain drain"
**Lapses in concentration and feeling scatter-brained
**Brain Fog, where your thought process is slowed and unclear
**The fear of age-related mental decline
Instead, your brain will feel recharged, your memory will be enhanced, and your mind will
be sharpened...all in just 10 short seconds each day.
A better, brighter, sharper brain in just 10 seconds a day? It really is that simple.
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To begin experiencing the premium brain-boosting effects of Brain Bright for yourself,
simply click on the special link below (only available via this VIP email) and select your
money saving package right now:
==> Get Brain Bright™
      And of course, like with all BioTrust products, you're always protected by our industrybest 365 Day Satisfaction Guarantee, where you can get a refund of even empty bottles if
for any reason you aren't satisfied -- up a full YEAR after securing your order today! Are we
crazy? No, we're just so incredibly confident that you will see and experience the dramatic
memory, mental clarity and overall brain health benefits of Brain Bright™ that we want to
make it one of the easiest decisions you've ever made to try this premium formula right
now before our initial lot runs out.
Again, this product is only currently available to VIP subscribers like you as we have
extremely limited inventory…once this small lot runs out, it may be months before we are
able to get more in as the exotic ingredients contained in Brain Bright™ ship literally from
across the globe and many are in short supply.
Act now and gain access to this super brain-boosting, memory-enhancing formula now
before this offer is gone for good!
==> Get Brain Bright™
      To your ultimate health!
      BioTrust Nutrition
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